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I welcome and share the pride of all the students of Jinnah College for
Women, University of Peshawar, on becoming part of this prestigious
institution. This institution being one of the best is the dream of many
in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Your admission to the college announces the
beginning of the most important phase of your life and career. It
emphasizes the advent of your goals and responsibilities. You are
expected to find and polish your potential and to make wise choices
too, as that will determine your future. Jinnah College for women,
University of Peshawar focuses not only on academic excellence but equally caters to the
social and moral development of its students. With all these objectives, we struggle to provide
you updated education in a conducive environment, to enable you to meet the challenges of the
modern times. We endeavor to see you as well educated young ladies, with a sense of their
individual capacity able to fulfill their role and responsibility in the larger context of life,
society and humanity. I am of the opinion that your admission to Jinnah College for Women,
University of Peshawar will result in making you future builders of the nation.
I am looking forward to your success so that you make a difference.
Prof. Dr. Muhammad Asif Khan
Vice Chancellor
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Principal's Massage

The Jinnah College for Women, University of Peshawar is one of the foremost female colleges of Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa. Its students take great pride in being associated with it for getting admission into this
prestigious institution is a herculean task. Merit is its only criteria and this is reflected in the excellent
results the College produces session after session. The College has grown over the last fifty years from a
small University College of a few students and a small teaching and administrative staff into a tremendous
institution of two thousand students and a staff of over a hundred. The credit goes to the former Principals
and Staff whose dedication to the College has produced an institute the Province can be proud of.
Education at Jinnah not only means to impart book knowledge and to give intellectual instructions but it
also means to develop the character of the student through a process of liberal education so that she
develops into a well-rounded individual. For her the experience at Jinnah College for Women is an
enlightening one so that in consequence she can become a better human being. Armed with this
educational experience she can have better understanding of the world around her and is able to easily
find her place in it. We at Jinnah would like to see the development of a more liberal environment where
students are at liberty to freely express their ideas and thoughts. My Staff and I are endeavoring to
develop at the College more open mindedness to new ideas so that it can lead to a broadening of minds.
My main aim and objective is to make the Jinnah College for Women a very strong institution so that it can
stand the test of time and will over the years to come work for the benefit and progress of our nation. I want
it to be a College where not only great emphasis is stressed upon a good academic record but also great
importance is given to good conduct and behaviour. Jinnah College I hope will produce students who
prove to be confident and successful in all walks of life.
I want Jinnah College’s significance and importance in the promotion of female education realized and
appreciated. As a parent, a teacher and a responsible citizen I believe that unanimously, over the years,
the one desire that is seen growing among Pakistani girls is the desire to acquire an education. In a country
where more than 61% of the population lives below the poverty line, female education takes a back seat.
Furthermore, this gender disparity in education is growing into a major issue. I strongly believe we can
make efforts to overcome this growing problem if we work diligently and selflessly towards the
development of an institution that is not only progressive but also promotes a standardized education that
will benefit not only our students, but also our society and our future generations.
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The College was founded by the then Vice-Chancellor, Chaudhry Muhammad Ali (S.Pk) of the University
of Peshawar in July 1964. Formerly called University College for Women, it was renamed Jinnah College
for Women in 1976. To commemorate Muhammad Ali Jinnah’s devotion and commitment to University of
Peshawar, Jinnah College for Women was established from where the rays of light would radiate to
Central Asia and go far beyond. It shares the motto of the University and has firm faith in the words:

Lord! Advance me in Knowledge
The College is located on the University Campus. The Tribal Hostel for Girls and a spacious playground
flank it. It shares its hind wall with another female college, the College of Home Economics.
The academic building is a two-storied edifice consisting of classrooms, lecture the aters, laboratories,
library, hall and an administration block. A new biology block was added in 2002 to he old building. The
College has a number of lawns and a vast playground. The classrooms and lecture theaters are well kept,
with heating arrangement for the winter. The laboratories are well equipped and cater the needs of
conventional as well as emerging subjects. The library has four reading rooms, a good collection of up-to
date reference books and textbooks. Moreover, it has a fine collection of software on various subjects. The
College hall, which was named Safia Hassan Hall, in recognition of the exemplary service rendered by the
first Principal of the College has a seating capacity of 700 students and is the venue for the different
functions held in the College. There is a well-equipped canteen for students. The vast playground
attached to the College is used for inter-class, inter-college, university, provincial and national sports
tournament.
The College offers ideal opportunities of Intermediate and Bachelor level education and B.S Studies
Economics and Chemistry to the children of the employees of the University of Peshawar and other sister
institutions on the Campus, as well as the deserving and meritorious young learners across the Province.
Its aim is to produce enlightened and progressive young women capable of serving Islam and Pakistan.
The College strives to give its students educational opportunities that would enable them to develop a
positive and healthy attitude towards life and humanity. As a part of this education, maximum opportunities
are provided for participation in co-curricular activities. These activities are promoted through different
student societies that hold debates, dramatic and literary competitions, and other talent promoting events.
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College Statements

humanity. As a part of this education, maximum opportunities are provide for participation in co-curricular
activities. These activities are promoted through different student societies that hold debates, dramatic
and literary competitions, and other talent promoting events. Educational trips and study tours are also
arranged The religious and moral training of the students is given due importance through fortnightly
sermons, tutorials and celebration of religious festivals.
There has been a growing pressure for admission in Jinnah College. To entertain this demand, the Second
Shift Programme for F.Sc. was started in 2001. The College provides all those facilities to the second shift
Students that are provided to the morning shift students, with the exception of hostel facility.
Selection procedures are prescribed by the admission Committee and approved by the University.
Selection of students is made with great care and concern, and decision are irrevocable and are
nonnegotiable.
The College is not bound to explain the reasons for its decisions to applicants, their parents, guardian or
supporters.
Vision:
To inculcate in students a sense of competition, co-operation, dedication and the recognition of
human and individual worth.
To channelise the creativity and enthusiasm of the students into productive and beneficial activity.
To polish and groom the talent and potentialities of JCW Student and to mould their behavior
according to the values of Islam.
To create a feeling of sympathy and harmony for all.
To enable them to become respectable members of the world community.
To prepare the brilliant students of the College to serve the nation not only as scientists and scholars,
but also as conscientious citizens.
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Mission:
To provide quality education Jinnah College for Women is dedicated to foster intellectual growth, aesthetic
appreciation and character development in students. Jinnah College for Women thrives on the principles
that knowledge is acquired through discipline. Competence gets established when knowledge is
practiced and character nurtures when competence is exercised for the benefit of others.

Are the knowledgeable and ignorant equal?
Objectives:
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

To offer ideal opportunities of education at the Intermediate and Bachelor level to the children of
University of Peshawar other sister institutions on the Campus as well as to the deserving and
meritorious young females across the Province,
To conduct workshop and seminars for professional development of the College faculty.
To continue feeding professional Colleges, other departments of the University and the country
with able students.
To continue to be in tough competition with prestigious institution of the country and to keep up the
credibility and the name of the institution.
To offer ideal opportunities of education in the Science and Arts disciplines, enabling students to
meet the challenges of professional education.

Outcome:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

The College has been declared the "Best Institute" for eleven consecutive years by BISE.
Students get Presidential Awards, University, FBISE and BISE Peshawar Scholarships every
year.
Students have been showing outstanding results for the past so many years at both the
Intermediate and Bachelors level in Science and Arts.
The College Newsletter has been published.
The College Magazine "Mairman" has been pulished. It published annually.
The faculty members have pulished research articles, course books etc.
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Admission Procedure

Eligibility:

Ineligibility:

F.Sc Part-I

Those not passed in whole or failed in compulsory English, but are
declared pass in SSC.
1.
Admission to F.Sc-I/F.A-I Classes shall be advertised
immediately after the declaration of the Matriculation result
by the khyber Pakhtunkhwa Boards and Federal Board.
2.
Forms shall be available at the UBL Peshawar University
Branch during working hours, after the declaration of
Matriculation results by the khyber Pakhtunkhwa and
Federal Board.
3.
Candidates are required to apply for admission on prescribed
forms Included In the College Prospectus.
4.
Last date of submission of forms shall be intimated by the office.
5.
No revised DMC shall be accepted after the display of final
merit list
6.
Merit list shall be displayed on the notice board.
7.
Date of interview shall be intimated by the office at the time of
submission of forms.
8.
Admission will be finalized through the admission committee
strictly on merit.
9.
Admission dues should be paid within three days after selection
Delay in payment shall lead to cancellation of admission offer.
10.
Applicants with O-Level/Senior Cambridge certificates shall
submit equivalence and conversion of marks certificates.

Candidates securing at leas "A"
grade in S.S.C Examination.

F.A Part-I
Candidates securing at lest "B"
grade in S.S.C Examination.

Note: The eligibility criteria will
also be applicable to all quota
seats i.e., FATA, Minority,
disabled, O' LEVEL, University
of Agriculture, Islamisa College
(Chartered University), sports
and foreign seats.

Documents to be attached
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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Provisional Matric Certificate
Detailed Marks Certificate/O-Level Conversion Certificate
Character Certificate
Income Certificate
Migration Certificate in case S.S.C Examination is taken from Board other than Peshawar/Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa
Service Certificate (for University Employees only)
Undertaking on stamp paper (affidavit)
Domicile and form B (must be attached)
Students are to provide the Migration Certificate on the day of the interview.
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F.Sc Part-I
Open Merit
Pre-Medical
Pre-Engineering Self support Morning
General Science
FATA
Minority
Disabled
O-Level (on merit)
Foreign Student (on merit)
Afghan Students (on merit, F.Sc.,)
Sports
University of Agriculture (on merit)
University of Engineering (on merit)
Pakistan Forest Institute
Islamic College Peshawar (Public Sector University)

85 Seats
85 Seats
20 Seats
02 Seats
01 Seats
01 Seats
06 Seats
02 Seats
05 seats floating amongst PreMedical/ Pre-Engineering
06 Seats floating amongst F/A/F.Sc
02 Seats
08 Seats floating amongst F.A/F.Sc
02 Seats
05 Seats Pre-Medical, 02 Seats Pre-Engineering.
02 Seats General Science

Hafiz Quran 20 marks will be added to the total marks
obtained, after which a candidate will compete in open merit.

F.A Part-I
Open Merit
FATA
Minority
Disabled
O-Level (on merit)
Foreign Student (on merit)
Afghan Students (on merit)
University of Agriculture (on merit)
Pakistan Forest Institute
Islamia Chartered University
Hafiz Quran 20 marks will be added to the totoal marks obtained, after
which a candidate will compete in open marit.

120 Seats
02 Seats
01 Seat
01 Seat
02 Seat
02 Seat
05 Seat
01 Seat
01 Seat
05 Seat
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Admission Rules

The College offers admission on open merit to all female candidates who have passed the required
examination and are eligible for admission under the rules. O-Level and Senior Cambridge students
may also apply on open merit basis. It also offers admission on reserved quota to students of other
categories mentioned in the prospectus and who are other vise eligible.
1. Candidates who do not apply for admission by the deadline for submission of forms, or fail to appear
before the admission committee for interview on the notified dates, shall not be considered for
admission. It is the responsibility of the candidates to keep themselves informed of the date of
interview / admission.
2. Casual admission is not allowed in the College.
3. Foreign students with the required educational qualification should follow the official procedure
required for admission and bring equivalence / conversion of marks certificate. After selection for
admission in the College, they will have to deposit the required fee at the prescribed rates of the
University meant for foreign students.
4. Afghan nationals applying for admission must be NADRA card bearers.
5. A candidate who fails to join the College after admission for a continuous period of Two Weeks
without intimation of any valid reason shall be removed from the College roll.
6. Muslim applicants seeking admission in the College should be able to read the Holy Quran.
7. Obtaining the College prospectus and mere submission of application forms does not entitle a
candidate for admission to the College.
8. Change of subject in the same faculty int he given course of studies is allowed with in two weeks of
commencement classes.

Payment of Dues
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

All dues are payable in advance for the year at the time of admission.
Tuition fee, admission fee is non-refundable.
Students are required to pay Admission Fee within two days other wish the seat will e cancelled.
Security deposited shall stand lapsed in favour of the College, if not drawn within one year of
declaration of final examination results.
v. Students promoted to second year shall pay their dues on re-opening of the College after summer
vacation. A student failing to pay her admission fee on specified date shall be fined
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F.Sc Part-I
Besides the compulsory subject of English, Urdu, Pakistan Studies and Islamic Education, any one of the
following combinations may be opted.
Subject Combination:
F.Sc. Pre-Medical
F.Sc. Pre-Engineering
General Science Group

F.A Part-I

(A)
(B)

Physics
Physics
Physics
Statistics

Chemistry
Chemistry
Mathematics
mathematics

Biology
Mathematics
Computer Science
Computer Science

Note:
English Advance and Mathematics will be offered only to those students who have secured at least 65%
marks in the subject in SSC Examination. They will further be required to take a written aptitude test in the
subject, details of which will be notified. It is compulsory to secure 60% marks in the test.
Besides compulsory subjects of English, Urdu, Islamic Education and Pakistan Studies, a student may
choose one of the following combinations/groups
Subject Combination:
Group 1:
Comp Science
Economics
Group 2:
Economics
Group 3:
Psychology
Group 4:
Psychology
Group 5:
Civics
Group 6:
Islamiyat
Group 7:
Sociology
Group 8:
Sociology
Group 9
Islamiyat
Group 10
Economics
Group 11

Statistics
Statistics
Statistics
Logic
Logic
History
History
Geography
Civics
Civics
Islamiyat

Maths
Maths
Geography
*Language
Statistics
*Language
Arabic/Pashto
Logic
*Language
History
Sociology
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Rules and Regulations

Rules and Regulations
The following rules are meant to cultivate refined behaviour in the students and to bring about a proper
disciplined atmosphere in the College.

Dress Code
According to the College rules, every student has to observe the dress code. The prescribed dress code is:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Brick brown shirt
White Shalwar.
Dupatta white lawn/cotton with specified number of strips on the border.
Shoes Brown of specified colour and skin coloured sock.
Black Hair ties
5. Black sweater/coat in winter for Morning Shift. Brown sweater/coat in winter for Evening Shift.
6. (All the above are available at Wadud Home Store, Jamrud Road, Peshawar).
7. Student must wear chaddir or abaya out side the college.
8. Lab coats are compulsory for all F.Sc students.
9. No coloured hair band, fancy clip, jewelry and make up is allowed.
10. make up is strictly for bidden.

Identity Card
Identity Cards are issued to all students at the commencement of regular classes. They are required
to wear their cards at all times. Refusal to wear the card, can entail even a heavier fine. In case of loss
of card, a duplicate will be issued on payment.

Conduct Behaviour
The students of Jinnah College for Women are expected to display a very high standard of personal
behaviour and conduct. All authority regarding maintenance of proper discipline rests with the
Principal, Staff Advisory Council and the Proctorial Board. The decision of the Principal in all
disciplinary matters is final and binding on the students and their parents/guardians. She has the
authority to suspend, expel or rusticate a student (Day scholar or Boarder) in the greater interest of the
College discipline. However, the defaulter will be given the right to clear her position before the
Advisory Council/ Proctorial Board.
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General Rules
Any case of violation of the following general rules of the College shall be reported to the Chief Proctor.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Students are expected to observe strict order and discipline in the College, the hostel and the grounds.
Students should not move about or talk in the verandahs and corridors, so that there is no disturbance
in the class-work
Students should not enter the administrative offices or staff room(s) without permission.
Students must be punctual in:
a)
Attending lectures.
b)
Paying the College and hostel dues.
c)
Returning library books.
Students are not allowed to see visitors or bring them to the College during academic hours and
particularly as their guest in parties or other co-curricular activities.
Students are not allowed to leave the College premises during academic hours.
Students are not allowed to stroll or make a noise near the classes and Principal’s office.
Students are not allowed to celebrate parties during academic hours.
Students should read the notice board daily.
Students are not allowed to damage College property.
Students are supposed to attend College co-curriecular activities.
Students must attend all classes when they are in the College. Strict action will be taken against
students who bunk classes, and who have low attendance.
Students are not allowed to bring Cell-Phones,Cameras, Video-Cameras, I-Pod, Mp3, Mp4, tape
recorders, photo-albums etc. If found these items will be confiscated.
Students are not allowed to change their discipline.
Students are not allowed to change their section.
Any student, who violates College rules, or involves herself in negative activities, will render herself
liable to disciplinary action which may be entail imposition of fine or rustication from the College roll.
Impersonation, lending of the College uniform or misleading the College administration is punishable.
Students are not allowed to damage college property, if found doing so they have are to pay for the
damage.
Note: Every staff member has the right to check students for not observing the above mentioned rules
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Examination and Leave Rules
Leave is granted only in case of genuine need.
Students should apply for leave on medical grounds within three days of falling ill and the leave
application should be accompanied by a medical certificate from hospital with relevant medical
documents. after re-joinig the classes a medical certificate will not be acceptable.
The student must clearly write her Roll No, Name, Class, Section and Subjects on the leave
application, Get it signed by parents and submit it to the Students` Affairs Office through the chief
Proctor.
Ten days consecutive absence from College will render a student liable to rustication. Readmission will be possible on double fee.
Absence from College at both ends of holidays will lead to inclusion of the whole period as
absence from College.
75% attendance is mandatory for eligibility to sit in the Board Exam.
Shortage of attendance with lead to detention of a student.
Re-admission will be allowed on genuine reason after repayment of admission dues, provided
the request for the same is submitted to the principal within a week.
A leave application forwarded for a week/ or more, if submitted within the first three days from its
commencement will be accepted, otherwise it will be rejected.
10. No students can be exampted from detention examinations. In case of serious illness a medical
certificate counter signed by the medical officer peshawar university has to be submitted. The
college examination committe shall dewele such cases on the basic of the genvineness of
reasons for absence from college exams.
11. A student who fails in one subject or more than one subject or has an aggregate of less than 40%
will be detained.
12. Those who do not appear in detention exam will be considned detanied and will not be allowed to
sit in annual exams.
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Highly Qualified and Dedicated Staff
The College avails the services of highly qualified and dedicated staff members who are experts and
re- known in their respective academic fields. The student community of Jinnah College for Women
not only benefits from their abilities but also from their intellectual capacities.
Advisory / Disciplinary Committee Jinnah College for Women University of Peshawar.
Convener
Prof. Dr. Tazeem Gul
Members
All head of the departments
Proctorial Board
To maintain disciplinary Board comprising students, faculty and the Principal.
Mission of Proctorial Board:
To cultivate refined behaviour in the students and to bring about a proper disciplined atmosphere in
the College.
Library
Currently, the College library has a stock of 22,000 books on various subjects which is updated
annually with new additions.
Internet working
Life without computers cannot be imagined in the present modern times. Our labs, Administration
and various other centers have computers which are all interconnected with each other as a LOCAL
AREA NETWORK (LAN) using the Ethernet. Not only are they robustly accessible but have
INTERNET ACCESS, thus connecting our College to an ocean of knowledge, keeping us up to date
with the rest of the world. We make use of technology for better education and learning, along with
making the work of the College Staff more efficient and meaningful.
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Important Features

Fully Equipped Laboratories
The College has advanced and fully equipped laboratories designed to support and fulfill the needs of
the modern science’s projects and curriculum. The science block includes Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, Electronics as well as a fully developed Computer Laboratory. The laboratories are regularly
updated and reviewed by highly qualified lab staff.

Automatic Student Processes
The College administration is arranged and conducted on the basis of an advanced and developed
computerized system. All the student’s records results, and registration process has been fully
computerized which is updated and developed on regular basis by a highly trained and computer
literate staff.

Sermons / Extension Lectures
Extension lectures are held during the session. Distinguished speakers are invited to delivers
lectures under this Programe. The topics are multidimensional and speakers of various disciplines
speak on varied topics

Sports and Games
The College has arrangement for a number of indoor and outdoor games for the students. The
Directress of Physical Education coach’s students for inter class and inter college tournaments
during a regular period for games included in the timetable. The College provides facilities for playing
hockey, netball, volleyball, badminton, basketball, table tennis, cricket and athletics.

Co-Curricular Activities
To explore, enhance and polish the talents and potentials of its students indifferent co-curricular
fields, the College organizes different events like debates and other competitions through different
forums. These include Mehfil-e-ilm-o-Ikhlaq, Debating and Literary Societies, History, Geography,
Political Science, Economics Societies, Science Club and an Editorial Board for the College
magazine Mairman.
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Medical Facilities
The College has an MI room with a full time nurse providing first aid to students who fall ill in the
College. Medical services are also provided to the students by a well-equipped Health Centre located
on the Campus.

Transport Facilities
Transport is available to the students of college on payment during the academic session. The pick
and drop services is limited to bus routes and students are picked and dropped on designated stops
on the main roads no transport will be provided during the board examination.

Tutorial
Faculty members are appointed to guide students, on personal problems that cannot be resolved by
the academic department and student affairs office. Under the same head, lectures are arranged for
the moral and religious education of students.

Canteen
One of the most important features of the College is an efficiently managed canteen with hygienic and
affordable food items for the students as a rest area.

Standby Generator
The College has a state of the art modern generator installed to cater to the needs of students and
staff continuously. With the provision of this generator it has been possible to conduct uninterrupted
work in the
laboratories as well as class rooms and administration block.

Students Hostel
There is a well-built and efficiently managed hostel with standby generator and laundry services on
the College premises.
Hostel facilities are available on merit only to out station students.
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Second Shift Scheme of Studies

F.Sc Part I
Eligibility
Eligibility for admission in F.Sc (A-Grade).
All admissions shall be made on merit. The final merit list shall be displayed one day before the interview. O'
Level Students can apply on producing equivalent certificate. The should submit their forms before the closing
date even if the result is yet declared.

Allocation of Seats
F.Sc
Open Merit
180 Seats
O-Level
8 Seats
Cancellation of admission from the College. The refund rules are as follow
Rules of Refunds
Period for refund
Refundable Fee
Within 15 days
100%
Within 30 days
50%
The period shall be counted from the date of official notification of classes. No refund shall be made after 30
days whether student has attended the classes or not. Fee will be refunded as per financial rules University of
Peshawar.

Rules and Regulations
The second shift students are regular College students. All rules and regulation as per morning programme
apply equally to them.

Co-Curricular Activities
Second shift students can take part in all types of competitions as well as sports and bring good name to the
College.
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The following scholarships to deserving students from various sources:
1)

Merit Scholarship:

2)
3)
4)

Agency/FATA Scholarship:
Frontier Region Scholarship:
MORA Scholarship:

Issued by the concerned Boards of Examination to the
position holders (top 10 or 20)
Issued by concerned Political Agent (FATA)
Issued by the Political Agent F.R Regisons
Issued by the concerned Chairman of Distt: Zakat Commitee
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Faculty of the College

Principal
Professor Dr. Tazeem Gul M.A, M.Phil, Ph.D (Pak)

Department of Biology
Botany
Ms. Sitara Salam M.Sc, B.Ed , Lecturer

Zoology
Ms. Rubina Shakeel M.Sc Assistant Professor
Ms. Naila Gulfam M.Sc., B.Ed., M.Phil (Pak), Ph.D (Pak) Assistant Professor
Ms. Nayab Aslam M.Sc Lecturer
Ms. Gule Tanzila M.Sc., M.Phil. Lecturer

Department of Chemistry
Dr. Shahnaz Attaullah M.Sc., M.Phil (Pak), Ph.D (Pak) Assistant Professor
Dr. Uzma Khalil M.Sc., M.Phil (Pak), Ph.D (Pak), Assistant Professor (On leave)
Ms. Shaistan Ali M.Sc, M.Phil (Pak), Assistant Professor
Ms. Fouzia Perveen M.Sc, B.Ed, M.Phil (Pak), Lecturer
Ms. Mairman Muska Yousafzai M.Sc, B.Ed, M.Phill (Pak) Lecturer (On leave)
Ms. Saima M.Sc, Lecturer
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Department of Mathematics/Statistics
Mathematics
Dr. Maimoona Nauman M.Sc, M.S (Silver Medal), Ph.D, Assistant Professor
Dr. Rashda Adeeb M.Sc, (Gold Medal) Ph.D (University of Essex, UK), Pres-award, Assistant
Professor
Ms. Nosheen B.Sc (Gold Medal), M.Sc (Gold Medal), M.Phil (Pak) Lecturer (on leave)
Ms. Erum Rehman M.Sc B.Ed, M.Phil, Lecturer
Ms. Islam Zari M.Sc., M.Phil (Pak), Lecturer (on leave)
Ms. Mehwish M.Sc Lecturer

Statistics
Ms. Mahnaz Khattak M.Sc (Gold Medal)M.Phil Assistant Professor

Department of Physics/Computer Science/Electronics Physics
Physics
Dr. Bibi Safia Haq M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D (UK) Assistant Professor
Ms. Kausar M.Sc., M.Phil (Pak), Assistant Professor
Ms. Saira Salim M.Sc, M.Phil, Lecturer
Ms. Ishrat Rahim M.Sc, M.Phil (Pak), Lecturer
Mr. Azia Bibi M.Sc, B.Ed, M.Ed Lecturer

Computer Science
Ms. Naeema Bibi M.Sc., Lecturer

Electronics
Dr. Fakhra Aziz M.Sc, M.Phil (Pak) (Gold Medal), Ph.D (Pak), Post Doc, Associate Professor

Department of Economics
Dr. Farzana Shaukat M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D (Pak),B.Ed., Professor
Ms. Nargis M.Sc, MS, B.Ed, Assistant Professor
Ms. Iffat M.Sc., Lecturer
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Department of Education/Philosophy/Psychology/Social Work
Dr. Rubina Munir Ph.D (Pak), Assistant Professor
Dr. Nighat Shaheen M.A, M.Phil, Ph.D (Pak), Associate Professor
Ms. Shakeela Noreen Hamid M.A, M.Phil (Pak), B.Ed Assistant Professor

Department of English
Professor Dr. Shazia Babar M.A, M.Phil, Ph.D (Pak), Post Do, (UK)
Dr. Humaira Aslam M.A, M.Phil (Pak), Ph.D (Pak) Assistant Professor
Dr. Tabbasum Javed M.A. Dip. inTEIL, LLB,Ph.D(Pak) Assistant Professor
Ms. Amina Najeeb M.A, (Gold Medal), MS (Pak), Assistant Professor (on leave)
Ms. Zeenath Khan M.A, MS (Pak), PGD in TEFL, Assistant Professor (on leave)
Ms. Hina Gul M.A, Lecturer
Ms. Gulalai Tajuddin, M.A, Lecturer
Ms. Mahroyan Swati, M.A, Lecturer

Department of Political Science/History/Pak Studies/Geography & Law
Political Science
Dr. Naila Tabbasum, MA. Pol. Science, B.Ed, Ph.D(Pak) Assistant Professor

History
Dr. Farzana GulTaj, M.A History, M.Phil(Pak), Ph.D(Pak) Assistant Professor
Asthma Gul, M.A.History, M.Phil(Pak) (Gold Medal), B.Ed, Ph.D (Pak) Assistant Professor

Pak Studies
Ms. Saeeda, M.A. Pak. Studies, (Gold Medal), Lecturer

Geography
Ms. Shaista Dilawar M.Sc. M.Phil (Pak) Assistant Professor
Ms. Fozia Anjum M.Sc (Gold Medal), B.Ed Lecturer

Law
Ms. Seema Gul, M.A (Political Science), M.A (International Relation), LLB, LLM, Assistant Professor
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Department of Urdu/Pashto/Arabic/Islamiyat/ Urdu
Professor Dr. Tazeen Gul, M.A (Gold Medal) M.Phil, B.Ed., Ph.D(Pak)
Dr. Gul Naz Bano, MA.M.Phil (Pak), Ph.D (Pak), Associate Professor
Dr. Sadiq Khalil, M.A, M.Phil (Pak), Ph.D (Pak), Assistant Professor,
Ms. Sarwat Zahid, M.A (Gold Medal), Lecturer (on leave)

Islamiyat
Ms. Sadia Rehman M.A (Islamiyat), Lecturer
Ms. Safia Hadi M.A (Islamiyat), Lecturer (on leave)

Arabic
Dr. Hamida Bibi M.A Arabic, M.A (Islamiyat), Ph.D. (Pak), Post Doc, Associate Professor

Pushto
Ms. Zainab Bibi, MA. (Gold Medal) B.Ed. M.Phil, (Pak), Assistant Professor

Department of Physical Education
Ms. Chamman Gul, M.Sc, HPF (Gold Medal). Deputy Directress Sports

Ministerial Staff
Office Staff:
Mr. Faizullah
Mr.Inamullah

B.A, Assistant
M.A, Assistant

Mr. Nadeem Khan
Ms Altaf Zafar
Ms Farmana Bibi

B.A, D.I.T, Three years Diploma in Electronics, K.P.O
F.A Assistant
MA Islamiyat, B.Ed., Senior Clerk

Mr. M. Shafique
Ms. Rakhshanda Jabeen
Mr. M. Daud

F.A, senior Clerk
MBA, Assistant Account Officer
B.A, Junior Clerk
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Lab Staff:
Ms. Shabnam Yamin
Ms. Zubaida Shabbir
Mr. S Mehraban Shah
Ms. Faiqa Sultan
Mr. Sahir Ali
Mr. M.Bashir
Mr. Safan Ara
Mr. Ibrar Ahmad
Mr. Irfan Ullah
Mr. Imtiaz

M.Sc M.Phil (Chem), Lab Superintendent
B.Sc., M.A(lsl) Lab Superintendent
M.Sc Computer Science M.A Pashto Diploma in Computer Science
Hardware/Software Supervisor)
M.A (Urdu), B.Sc Nursing, Lab Assistant
Lab Assistant (Chem)
Lab Attendant (Chem)
Lab Attendant
Lab Attendant (Physics)
Lab Assistant (Zoology)
Lab Attendant (Geography)

Peons:
Mr. M. Ayaz
Mr. Inayat Ullah
Mr. Abdul Latif
Mr. Raees Khan
Mr. Islam Gul
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